SCA2 trinucleotide expansion in German SCA patients.
Autosomal dominant spinocerebellar ataxias (SCA) are a group of clinically and genetically heterogeneous neurodegenerative disorders which lead to progressive cerebellar ataxia. A gene responsible for SCA type 2 has been mapped to human chromosome 12 and the disease causing mutation has been identified as an unstable and expanded (CAG)n trinucleotide repeat. We investigated the (CAG)n repeat length of the SCA2 gene in 842 patients with sporadic ataxia and in 96 German families with dominantly inherited SCA which do not harbor the SCA1 or MJD1/SCA3 mutation, respectively. The SCA2 (CAG)n expansion was identified in 71 patients from 54 families. The (CAG)n stretch of the affected allele varied between 36 and 64 trinucleotide units. Significant repeat expansions occurred most commonly during paternal transmission. Analysis of the (CAG)n repeat lengths with the age of onset in 41 patients revealed an inverse correlation. Two hundred and forty-one apparently healthy octogenerians carried alleles between 16 and 31 repeats. One 50-year old, healthy individual had 34 repeats; she had transmitted an expanded allele to her child. The small difference between 'normal' and disease alleles makes it necessary to define the extreme values of their ranges. With one exception, the trinucleotide expansion was not observed in 842 ataxia patients without a family history of the disease. The SCA2 mutation causes the disease in nearly 14% of autosomal dominant SCA in Germany.